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TRANSCRIPT 
Hello, I am Professor Urfan Khaliq and this is the second part of the blog “Populism and 
Polls: Democracy and International Human Rights”. I hope you enjoy it. 

In the first part of this blog, we considered a number of issues around democracy and 
human rights and how this related to populism.  As we noted then, there is no right to 
democracy in international law. In this blog we will, in part, consider why this is so and why 
some related matters such as there being no international agreement as to what 
democracy is and what it entails.   

But something we have not yet considered, more specifically, is the notion of populism. We 
referred to Populism but we haven’t defined it. So let’s do that now. Populism – however, 
we define it - and the meaning can be contested - is in essence the promotion of a sense 
of national identity.  Some see it as a badge of honour, others as pejorative but in either 
case it is a term which is not neutral. Populism is nationalism but more than just that, it is 
an aggressive and assertive nationalism.  It tends to hark back to some mythical golden 
age of purity.  Or, in the alternative, it tends to look forward to when there will be a time of 
purity and all will be good again or certainly better. Let’s take the logo ‘Make America 
Great Again’, it is a good example.  So, the purity sought is a solution to the perceived 
current ills of society.  A key plank of the ‘Make America Great Again’ policy was restricting 
immigration. The existence of purity in the past is precisely a myth and never existed but is 
seen as some halcyon time where all was good. It is, of course, absurd.  That purity – either 
past or pursued - may be ethnic, cultural, racial or religious, amongst others, or often a 
combination of these.  As populism seeks purity, by definition, its nationalism is exclusive 
and intolerant.  We can see this in various examples.  From the past, Nazi Germany with the 
extermination of Roma, Slavs, homosexuals, Jews and the disabled; and with Serbia with 
anyone which was not a Serb during the Balkans conflict of the 1990s. In its more extreme 
form, populism is Fascism.  No one would rightly associate such intolerance solely with 
fascism, however. In contemporary societies we can see this in Saudi Arabia with the 
persecution of the Shias and China with the Uighurs. These both are not ‘fascist’ regimes in 
the sense that word is used normally in political theory but both regimes are hugely 
intolerant of ‘difference’ and also political dissent. So there are clearly some grey areas 
here and that opens a wider debate we don’t necessarily need to go into here. 

But let us go back to our question with regard to elections and democracy. In the early 
1990s there was an argument in international law circles stating that there was an 
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emerging right to ‘democratic governance’ in international law.  This was not some 
abstract notion, dreamt up by an idealist but reflective of the time it was suggested and 
seeking to set agendas.  The Berlin Wall had just fallen, the Soviet Union was dissolving, 
Czechoslovakia was breaking up peacefully as opposed to Yugoslavia, which was 
disintegrating into the most brutal internecine conflict. China at this time had yet to really 
emerge as a fully engaged actor or manufacturer of consumer goods and - while it has 
always been a very powerful global actor – it had not at that time asserted itself outside of 
its sphere of influence in the way it has more recently.  This short window was a time of 
optimism and was widely seen – we now know quite erroneously – as the end of the Cold 
War. At this time, there was an ideological vacuum and the spread of democracy was seen 
– by some - as the way forward.  Some political philosophers, such as Francis Fukuyama, 
argued it was the end of history as one system had triumphed over others.  The then 
President of the United States of America (the first President Bush) declared a new world 
order. It was the height of American exceptionalism and the triumph of (imperfect) 
democracies and capitalist States over the regimes and ideologies of others, such as the 
Soviet Union and its allies.  It is also around the same time when there was the US-led 
coalition to liberate Kuwait after the Iraqi invasion.  The Security Council finally working –  
exasperatingly – as it had always been hoped to be working. If democracy (and capitalism) 
were universal systems, there would be peace, security, stability and wealth for all, so the 
argument went. The loudest advocates of democracy were and still are the United States of 
America and European States. 

Only democracy, is not and was not a panacea.  Electorates may hold views that do not 
accord with the interests of others.  Democracies can be illiberal of minorities or the views 
of the majority in a democracy can be contrary to those of powerful States.  Thus, regimes 
are often supported that serve geopolitical interests – as opposed to ideological values.  
Although there were arguments made about democracy being a (but not the) central value 
(alongside human rights in being promoted in other states), distinctions were and are in 
practice made between those regimes which were labelled ‘authoritarian’ and those 
deemed ‘totalitarian’. Both ‘authoritarian’ and ‘totalitarian’ regimes are hugely repressive 
but the authoritarian were geopolitical allies and the totalitarian were or are not.  Thus, 
democracy has been seen as more appropriate for the ‘totalitarian’ but not for the 
‘authoritarian’. The double standard is clearer if we take some examples. Saudi Arabia, 
Kuwait, Bahrain and UAE are examples of States who are deemed authoritarian.  Here 
democracy was not and is not a priority, stability has been deemed much more important 
for those who propose democracy as a right. And the former Soviet states have always 
been considered to be totalitarian – Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Russia, with North Korea 
and China also being examples. Here democracy, whatever that may mean is seen as being 
a good thing. 

Even where there is democracy – or elections take place the outcomes may be deemed to 
be not appropriate. Let us take an infamous example. In the Algerian elections of 1992, an 
Islamist party was clearly on track to win. The military intervened and dismantled the party.  
This was welcomed by European nations -a military regime, a dictatorship, was preferable 
to a democratically legitimate but popular Islamist party. Established democratic States can 
be very intolerant of other State’s democratic outcomes, if they feel that those outcomes 
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will not be tolerable so there won’t be favourable to their interests.  Think of Hugo Chavez 
as President of Venezuela (1999-2013), who was a constant source of extreme irritation to 
the USA as he sought to pursue a Marxist -Leninist agenda, in an oil rich Latin American 
State. Chavez was democratically elected and a legitimate leader. 

But that brings us to the final question to be addressed here.  What is democracy? At its 
most essential, democracy is about holding elections on a national level and for a 
population to have the ability to remove chosen leaders – through peaceful means. For 
power to be able to transition, peacefully. For that elections must be held and respected.  
Recent events in Washington, USA highlight what may happen when the outcome of an 
election is contested, legitimately or otherwise. There is an enormous global ‘industry’ now 
of election observers. Wherever national elections are held, observers come from among 
others the USA, the EU, & OSCE to ensure they are fair and free. That means the electorate 
is permitted to vote and the count is accurate, with no chicanery. But how frequently must 
elections be held, who must be allowed to vote, or who can stand for election? Who makes 
such decisions?  How must the legislature be composed and on what basis must 
representation be allocated? Thus, is it first past the post, or proportional representation or 
a combination of the two that is ideal?  Is the elected legislature to be bicameral (that is 
two bodies, which disperses power) or unicameral (just the one body which concentrates 
it)? Must elections be held every five years or can they be held as and when they are 
deemed necessary? Other related questions include can a person serve as President or 
Prime Minister indefinitely or must there be a limit of say two or three terms as a 
constitutional maximum?  There are simply no agreed answers to these questions, as 
practices vary so much between States. Elections alone whatever they are, whatever their 
content, are not enough.  The rule of law, the separation of powers and the separation of 
personnel are also key.  But if we are to have democracy and to protect human rights, then 
these must exist in combination. These issues, such as the separation of powers and the 
rule of law feed into broader issues we can pick up another time. 

But the one final thing to note, is that for populists, the human rights system and 
democracy provide the tools to dismantle the national and global system that have been 
established to protect those very same values. That is ironic indeed.  
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